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The Other Anne Lister

The portrait of Anne Lister by the Halifax artist Joshua Horner
painted around 1830. (Alamy)

L

ast year marked the centenary of the end of the First World War. It was
also the year British women, at least those over the age of 30, won the
right to vote. This prompted me to reflect on the mountaineering careers of
remarkable women whose paths I have crossed but whose climbing achievements are scarcely remembered. First among them is Anne Lister, the Hali
fax landowner and adventurer now familiar to millions thanks to Sunday
night television. The BBC ‘discovered’ Anne Lister (1791-1840) with its
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2010 documentary The Secret Diaries of Anne Lister and made her famous
with Sally Wainwright’s 2019 corset-busting drama Gentleman Jack, turning
this swashbuckling, unabashed Regency lesbian and pioneer of women’s
liberation into a celebrity. Less familiar to a BBC audience is her astonishing
role as one of the pioneers of alpinism.
Anne Lister’s tumultuous life would have remained obscure had she not
committed it to her immense diary, comprising four million words and filling 24 leather-bound diaries. These preserve an invaluable social, cultural
and economic record of Regency Halifax where, as chatelaine of Shibden
Hall, the Lister family’s ancestral home, Anne played a leading role as landowner, estate manager, landscape designer, scientist and writer. They also
record in a secret code intimate details of her sexual conquests.
From childhood, Anne displayed exceptional intelligence, independence,
self-confidence, courage and an insatiable curiosity. As a girl, she insisted
on studying ‘masculine’ subjects; she fenced and played chess. At 12, she
read Homer, Xenophon and Sophocles in the original Greek and studied
Demosthenes’ rhetoric. At 15 she became fascinated by erotic Classical
poetry, embarked on her first serious lesbian affair and invented her secret
diary code, combining classical Greek lettering with numerical and invented
symbols. Aged 24, she took over the management of the Shibden estate,
its mines and cloth manufacturing business from her ex-soldier father and
directed her formidable energies to local affairs.
These activities and other incidents in her adventurous life might have
remained folk memory had not her kinsman John Lister discovered her
hitherto hidden diaries when he inherited Shibden Hall in 1867. The scholarly Lister was quick to appreciate their historic value and between 1887
and 1892 drew on them to publish 121 articles in the Halifax Chronicle
depicting life in the town during the early 19th century. Yet he was stumped
by the diaries’ extensive encrypted passages and only cracked the code
with the help of local antiquarian Arthur Burrell. On discovering that they
described in explicit detail Anne’s lesbian affairs, Burrell urged Lister to burn
them. Lister, secretly gay himself and with an eye to posterity, simply walled
them up. There they mouldered until his death in 1933 when he left them to
the Halifax Corporation. Although the general public were denied access,
the municipal librarian divulged the secret code to his daughter Muriel
Green who, in 1938, deposited a typescript about Anne’s life entitled
A Spirited Yorkshire Woman with the British Museum. In the early 1950s,
the code was revealed to scholars Vivien Ingham and Phyllis Ramsden on
their assurance that ‘unsuitable material should not be published.’ It took
them 11 years to decipher the diaries in full after which pressure from the
women’s liberation movement persuaded the corporation to give other
researchers freedom to publish.
Serendipity determined that around the same time the first account in
English of Anne’s role as a pioneer mountaineer was published in the
Alpine Journal. I came across Vivien Ingham’s 1968 article Anne Lister’s
Ascent of the Vignemale (AJ, vol 73), written shortly before Ingham’s death,
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Mont Perdu, or Monte Perdido (right) from the upper reaches of the Ordesa
valley, climbed by Anne Lister on her first Pyrenean adventure in 1830. (Kev
Reynolds)

while researching material for my book Pyrenean High Route. I was puzzled
that although the FFM’s Pyrénées Centrales guidebook (Pau, 1965) credited
Anne with the second ascent of the Vignemale in 1838 by a new route,
no British mountaineering literature referred either to this or to an earlier
ascent of Mont Perdu in 1830. Yet Anne’s Mont Perdu climb preceded by
12 years the ascent in 1842 of the Stockhorn by the ‘Father of British Mountaineering’, Prof J D Forbes, generally regarded as the first British pioneer
ascent of any recognisable Alpine peak, and by five years the birth of Lucy
Walker, the ‘first British woman alpinist’. It also anticipated by 23 years
the trumpeted Pyrenean climbs of the British pioneers Packe and Russell.
Ingham gently skirted around Anne’s sexual orientation, describing her as
‘a forceful woman of great energy and masculine tendencies’.
Anne’s early adulthood was devoted to running Shibden leavened by an
active social life with travels both at home and abroad. In 1827, a cultural
tour of Italy preceded her first essay into the Alps when she crossed both
the Splugen and Simplon passes, trekked up the Mer de Glace, though with
her intention of climbing Mont Blanc left unfulfilled, and finishing that season with a fortnight’s hike through the Bernese Oberland sleeping rough
in simple cabins. Treating her ascents of Snowdon and Ben Nevis as mere
jaunts, she was smitten with mountain fever by the time she went to Paris
in 1830 to study anatomy under Georges Cuvier, staying there as a guest
of Lady Stuart de Rothesay, wife of the British ambassador. When the
glamour of Paris’ glittering diplomatic social life palled, Anne persuaded
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her hostess to visit the Pyrenees,
a venture not lightly undertaken
since in July of that year France had
been gripped by the revolution Victor
Hugo portrayed in his Les Miserables.
Furthermore, the Pyrenees were regarded as a particularly sensitive region: to prevent Gallic revolutionary
contagion spreading south, Spanish
authorities had closed the frontier.
Undeterred, Lady de Rothesay’s
12-strong entourage established
itself that August in the fashionable resort of Luz Saint Sauveur
in the upper Gave valley. Quickly
bored with local sightseeing, Anne
engaged a local guide Jean-Pierre
Charles to accompany her on a fourday mountain trek. After marvelling
at the stupendous cirque of Gavarnie,
she decided to climb Mont Perdu, at Suranne Jones as Anne Lister in
3,355m the third highest mountain the recent BBC television series
in the Pyrenees, invisible from the Gentleman Jack. (BBC)
village of Gavarnie but accessible from the head of Spain’s Ordesa valley.
Political complications apart, this trip posed additional security risks as
robbery and brigandage were then endemic in the Spanish Pyrenees. Anne
summarily dismissed such considerations and after hiring a smuggler as an
additional guide, the three of them crossed the frontier via the then heavily glaciated Brèche de Roland equipped with crampons and bâtons ferrés.
They spent the night of 25 August in a shepherd’s hovel at Gauriz and the
following day climbed Mont Perdu, Anne making the first female ascent.
Returning to Luz on their fifth day, Anne described it as ‘not quite a lady’s
expedition’.
Four days later she was off again, this time hiking alone the 45km from
Luz to Luchon and thence, after another 25km trek, to Viella in Spain. Here
she was arrested by the Spanish police and escorted to the frontier village of
Benasque. Before being deported, she threw herself into the resort’s traditional summer festival with typical abandon, dancing the wild fandango and
sinking draughts of ‘rich, strong wine’, thereby preceding by many years
Hilaire Belloc who immortalised his own Benasque visit in his Pyrenean
paeon Tarantella. Back at Luz several days later, she was greeted by an apoplectic but greatly relieved Lady de Rothesay.
In 1834, Anne formally ‘married’ Ann Walker, a seriously rich neighbouring Yorkshire heiress 10 years her junior, motivated in part by Ann’s
wealth as well as emotional attachment. Their three-month honeymoon
in France, Switzerland and Italy included a 17-day circuit of Mont Blanc
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dossing down in barns and haylofts, followed-up with a month-long trek
through the Dauphiné, Rhone valley and Auverge. Four years later, in 1838,
Anne, now aged 47, returned to Luz Saint Sauveur with an ailing Ann
Walker in tow, ostensibly to give Ann a six-week health cure. Once again
engaging Charles, she set her sights on Vignemale (3298m), the finest and
highest peak in the French Pyrenees whose reputation for inaccessibility
had only been shattered the previous year when a local guide Henri Cazaux
had climbed it via the Ossoue glacier. While undertaking a training climb on
the nearby peak of Pimene, Anne bumped into Cazaux, promptly engaged
him as second guide and then belatedly discovered he had already agreed
to climb the Vignemale with Joseph Ney, prince of Moscow and son of
Napoleon’s Marshal Ney. Anne decided to forestall the prince by attacking
the mountain by a new approach from the head of the upper Ara valley.
On 6 August, Anne, Cazaux and Charles left Luz Saint Sauveur on horseback to spend a flea-bitten night at the Saoussats Dabats cabane sleeping
head to toe with five shepherds. At 2.45am the following morning, they quit
the cabane and after a seven-hour climb over rock, snow and ice reached
the Vignemale’s summit at exactly 1pm. Resting for a few hours, they
descended to Gavarnie to complete their 22-hour round-trip. A month later,
Henriette d’Angeville, aged 44, became the second woman to climb Mont
Blanc. The modern FFM guidebook rates Anne’s route as Assez Difficile.
Still not content, Anne persuaded a barely fit Ann Walker to join her for
a five-day, unguided trek into Spain. They got as far south as Jaca and on
re-crossing the range into France, Anne shinned up the Pic du Midi d’Ossau
before finishing their 200-mile trek at Cauterets. Back at Luz on 14 August,
Anne was furious to learn that the prince of Moscow was now claiming to
have made the first amateur ascent of the Vignemale. Promptly instructing
a lawyer in Lourdes to draft a certificate confirming the facts, she confronted Cazaux at his home where he meekly signed the certificate as correct
and shamefacedly shook hands with this femme superbe. Their affaire d’honneur was concluded by their sinking several bottles of wine together. The
local newspaper inserted a correction to the prince’s earlier claim, but Anne
declared that she cared nothing for mountaineering triumphs because she
climbed only ‘for my pleasure, not for éclat’.
The Pyrenees had whetted Anne’s appetite for more exotic adventures.
Fascinated from youth by Achemenian Persia’s wars against Greece
and Xenophon’s 1,500-mile march from Mesopotamia to the Black Sea,
she persuaded Ann Walker to fund a joint venture to Scandinavia and
Russia, but without revealing that her real aims were to reach Tehran and
Baghdad via Georgia. After commissioning two specially designed carri
ages equipped to meet all foreseeable contingencies, Anne, now aged 48 and
Ann, 10 years younger, left England in July 1839. Intensive cultural tours
of Norway, Sweden, Helsinki and St Petersburg preceded five months in
Moscow, which ‘exceeded all expectations’, as guests of Anne’s aristocratic
friends where they indulged in a dizzy social whirl. Ann wanted to stay
put but Anne, despite falling madly for the beautiful Princess Radziwill,
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The north face of the Vignemale, photographed in 1974, from the upper Vallée
de Gaube. (John Harding)

was determined to press on. After substituting their original carriage for
one adapted to run on sledges in winter with interchangeable wheels for the
summer, they left Moscow for Tbilisi in Georgia on 3 February 1840.
Their 1,500-mile, two-month overland journey in the middle of the Russian winter initially involved a madcap sleigh down the frozen Volga river
as the temperature plunged to -37°C with the additional hazard of their
carriage falling through the ice. Daytime travel became an endless misery
as a biting east wind and driving snow coursed freely through the carriage’s
irreparably broken window. At night they slept either in primitive villages or in towns such as Kazan where they stayed with Prince Cerbedjab,
a descendent of Genghis Khan who had led his Kalmyks into battle at
Leipzig in 1813. Anne was disgusted with the degradation of the women
in his harem, but delighted to explore its exotic market thronged with
Cossacks, Tartars, Kalmyks and Mongols. During one passage through
treacherous marsh country with their small Cossack escort, they were
surrounded by a band of 20 Chechens. Preparing for a fate worse than
death, both ladies drew their pistols. ‘I thought we could make a tolerable
fight. I felt not the least afraid, nor was Ann,’ wrote Anne later. At the last
moment, the Chechens thought better of it.
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For Anne, the highlight of their perilous journey was the passage across
the ‘magnificent’ Caucasus by the recently built Russian military road,
which snaked through the 12km, 1,000m-deep Daryal gorge, a ‘chaos, sublimely wild and desolate’, ever threatened by avalanches. Sixty-nine days
after leaving Moscow, the intrepid pair reached Tbilisi on 12 April 1839,
triumphant but utterly exhausted. Restored by lavish hospitality offered
by Russian and Georgian aristocracy, Ann was aghast at the prospect of
going any further and also deeply concerned about the expedition’s mounting costs. But Anne, ever-curious and impatient to explore lands afar, left her
partner to recover in Tbilisi and picked up an escort of Cossacks and Tartars
to embark on another dangerous journey, menaced by hostile tribes and
swollen rivers, to Baku and the Caspian. Back at Tbilisi, Anne resisted Ann’s
pleadings to call a halt and persuaded her to undertake a horseback journey
along the wilder fringes of the Caucasus escorted by Cossacks. They visited
churches, cathedrals and monasteries, covered ground previously untrammelled by Europeans, and stayed at primitive mountain villages. Exhausted
by five weeks of rough travel, they descending to Zugdidi to stay as guests
of the hereditary ruler Prince Bijan Daidani. Set in the low-lying, mosquitoridden Migrelian plain, the town’s dank, unhealthy climate proved the worst
possible place in which to recuperate so they retreated to the mountains.
The weather was dreadful and by now Anne had contracted malaria and
typhus. She made her last diary entry on 11 August 1840 having pushed her
body beyond its limits and died at Kutaisi on 22 September aged 49.
A grief-stricken Ann Walker was now confronted with the task of getting
both herself and Anne’s embalmed body sealed in a coffin back to Halifax.
After a nightmare journey to Moscow, she resumed her homeward journey
to Halifax the following spring and on 23 April 1841 had her lover’s coffin
interned at her local parish church. Broken in mind and body, Ann Walker
lived at Shibden for two years before being committed to the asylum from
which she was only released shortly before her death in 1854.
My tenuous bond with Anne Lister stems from 14 separate visits to the
Pyrenees, including a 68-stage east to west ski traverse of the range. In 1974,
Mont Perdu became my wife Georgina’s first Pyrenean summit and in 1980,
a descent of its north-east face was a rare venture into ski extreme. Also in
1974, an unintended variant of the Vignemale’s Arête de Gaube with John
Blacker almost came to grief and five years later, a massive avalanche peeled
off the Petit Vignemale and buried all but one of our party, killing my cousin
Alain and leaving me with everlasting remorse. In June 2016, Georgina and I
spent two days at Kutaisi on a painting holiday, unaware at the time that the
inimitable Anne Lister had died in this wildly romantic place 176 years before.
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